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Ten Ways to Get the Carrier to Pay on Your Claim.
1. Make Noise. If a claim is clearly covered and
the carrier fails or refuses to pay, or tries to negotiate
downward, don’t settle. It’s worth fighting back.
2. Investigate the Background of the Carrier
Before You Sign. If a carrier has a reputation for
turning down every claim, chances are your broker and
your colleagues have heard about it. Get references. If
you don’t like what you hear, don’t sign. Keep shopping.
3. Make Sure Your Broker is Working for You.
Most brokers receive an attractive commission. Make
yours earn it. Your broker should be your strongest ally
and loudest advocate. If yours isn’t, take action. Your
lawyer may be able to assist with ensuring that your
broker is working hard to protect your interests. If that
fails, get a new broker.
4. Understand the Risks Your Company Faces.
Give the carrier an exhaustive written assessment of the
risks your company faces. Insist on written confirmation
of the existence/extent of coverage for each risk. Don’t
take your broker’s word for it. A broker’s opinion on
coverage can’t bind the carrier. A written statement can.
5. Tell the Truth. Be a Stickler for Detail.
Policy applications are routinely examined for errors and
misrepresentations by many carriers. If the carrier finds
grounds, it could return your premiums and treat the
policy as though it never existed. This can be devastating if you have just made a catastrophic claim. Check
the factual accuracy of every statement in an application,
no matter how trivial or irrelevant it may seem.
6. The Early Bird Gets Paid. When a claim arises
tell the carrier, in writing, right away. In fact, tell every
carrier, for every policy you have, about every claim,
even if you think there is no chance of coverage.
Sometimes you have coverage you didn’t know about,
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and giving early notice to everyone, every time, eliminates the possibility that anyone could deny a claim
based on late notice.
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7. Bug them. Pester. Don’t Give Up. Better to
annoy a claims representative than to be accused of failing to be available and cooperative. Send the carrier
monthly written status reports. Check in regularly.
Don’t go away.
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8. Make them Back Up Reservations with Facts,
in Writing. If the carrier reserves the right to assert
coverage defenses against your claim, you have a right to
know why. Ask for detailed written explanations of each
and every reservation of rights. The information may be
useful in planning your strategy as the claim unfolds or
as you approach settlement or trial.
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9. Don’t Take Rescission or Mid-term
Cancellation Lying Down. Many states legally prohibit mid-term cancellation of insurance policies except
under narrow circumstances. Notice of rescission for
material misrepresentation must be done “by the book.”
Don’t assume your carrier has the right to cancel or
rescind. Make them prove it.
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10. Hire a Coverage Enforcement Lawyer.
If your carrier denies a claim you think should be covered, hire an attorney who specializes in insurance policy enforcement. Your enforcement counsel can make
a written demand to the carrier pointing out why the
denial was unfounded. If the denial was an honest
mistake, this may be all it takes to correct it. If not,
you have begun laying the foundation for a bad-faith
denial claim, which, if proven, can lead to recovery
of your attorney’s fees and other damages under your
state law.
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Let Enforce
Make Your Job Easier
Welcome to the second issue of Enforce: The Insurance Policy Enforcement Journal. We
created Enforce because, as the nation’s premier insurance policy enforcement specialty
practice, we are uniquely equipped to provide policyholders with the information it takes to
understand developing enforcement issues and maximize recovery potential on every claim. In
these pages, twice yearly, we’ll provide information to help you prevent mistakes and protect
corporate value. We hope the practical, results oriented content you’ll find in Enforce will
enable you to understand, finance, and recover from the insurable risks your organization faces.

WE STRIKE FEAR
AND BALANCE

What’s New?
Originally a regional practice serving
Southern California, Wood & Bender
has developed into the nation’s premier
insurance policy enforcement practice,
as well as the go-to source for information and advice on enforcement trends
David E.Wood and issues. Growth on this scale has
required us to reinvent the ways in which we interact with our
clients and deliver information to the industry at large. Some
of the changes we’ve made include:
Enhanced Website. The enhanced site provides daily news
articles on insurance policy enforcement, weekly in-depth features on important issues, down-loadable checklists and tools,
hot topics, events listings, and more. Users can evaluate the
enforcement potential of current policies using our interactive
tools, register for firm conferences and much more. Visit
www.Wood-Bender today. While there, tell us what you think
of the new site by completing our site feedback form.
New Journal Archives. As part of our enhanced website, we
will be compiling an on-line archive of all of our journal articles, source materials and other information to help you get

Enforcing, or merely understanding the terms of your business insurance policies can be daunting –
just what some carriers bank on. And what is their greatest fear? That you would call us.
We’re Wood & Bender, a national insurance policy enforcement firm – a law firm that advises
clients on the interpretation and enforcement of the terms of business insurance policies.
Our counsel is often sought in the ordinary course of business for pro-active, consultative insight. When
problems do arise, we are available to handle litigation. And we structure that litigation to ensure maximum benefits.
We also review and analyze policies using our proprietary assessment tool called the “Policy Analyzer.SM”

the most from Enforce. The archive can be found in the new
“library” area of www.Wood-Bender.com.
E-zine. This fall we will be launching our new e-zine, Enforce
Interactive. This periodic e-publication will bridge the gap
between print issues of Enforce and provide readers with
current news, practical advice and advance notice of new tools
and resources available to you on our website. To register for
a subscription to Enforce Interactive, visit www.WoodBender.com.
New National Headquarters. In order to accommodate the
firm’s expansion, we are moving our headquarters into a 13,000
square foot space which is currently under renovation. The
architect’s rendering of the new building can be seen on page
11.
Comments. We welcome your comments about this publication and
invite you tell us what topics you’d
like to see covered in future issues or
in our e-zine. You’ll find tools to submit comments on this publication
and ideas for new articles, at
www.Wood-Bender.com.

David P. Bender

At Wood & Bender, we firmly believe that in today’s challenging business environment, public and corporate policy
holders face an unprecedented challenge from insurers, judges, and juries. It is more essential than ever to arm yourself
with information and tools that will enable you to make a persuasive case for reasonably inclusive coverage of all your
business risks. Thanks to our clients, Wood & Bender has become the law firm of first resort for insurance policy enforcement issues. Now, through our print and online publications, we’re creating the information resource of first resort as well.
We thank you for your readership, and look forward to bringing you the information you need, in print and on line,
in the days to come.

Yes insurers fear us. But you’ll appreciate us. We think that’s a nice balance.

For more information call Kirsten McGregor at 805.484.3940, x34 or visit us at www.Wood-Bender.com.
David E. Wood

David P. Bender

DEW@Wood-Bender.com

DPB@Wood-Bender.com
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Policy Enforcement Lessons

From the WTC Coverage Trial
By Amy Fauver,
JD Scribes, LLC

5
This spring, after absorbing countless hours of testimony, thousands of pages of documentation, and
hundreds of hours of legal argument, a New York jury returned partial verdicts in the World Trade
Center property insurance coverage trial. The verdicts, reached after lengthy deliberations, fixed
liability for nine of the roughly two dozen participating insurance carriers at half of what had
been claimed by WTC owner Silverstein Properties and dealt a major blow to Silverstein’s efforts to
recover its losses and build a new WTC complex.
The case is far from over. A second phase of the trial will determine terms of coverage for nine additional insurers. Silverstein has vowed to continue with the litigation and apply any recoveries to rebuilding
efforts. Unless a settlement is reached, WTC coverage litigation will continue for many months to come.
However, already the case has yielded some important lessons about insurance policy enforcement.
These lessons are by no means limited in applicability to the tragic events of the WTC case, and should
not be ignored. In this article, we will briefly review the history of the WTC litigation and then hear
from Wood & Bender LLP attorneys David Wood, David Bender and Arlene Anderson about the lessons insureds of any size, in any industry, can learn from this case.

{

Wood & Bender’s enhanced website provides articles

}

on insurance policy enforcement, helpful tips, hot topics,
conferences, information on professionals at the firm,
and more. The site is live at www.Wood-Bender.com.
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THE CASE
Silverstein Properties Inc. purchased the World
Trade Center in July of 2001. As part of that purchase, Silverstein’s insurance broker, Willis Group
Holdings LTD, negotiated property coverage for
the WTC complex from a consortium of primary
and secondary insurers. The largest share of the
coverage was placed with Swiss Reinsurance,
which alone accounted for roughly $877.5 million
of the $3.55 billion per-occurrence policy.
6

During the course of the negotiations, a decision
was made to switch from the property insurance
form developed by Silverstein’s broker Willis
(known in the case as the “Wilprop” form, drafted
in an effort to aggregate claims to avoid multiple
deductibles) to a form drafted by and insisted on
by participating carrier Travelers. Silverstein and
Willis stated at trial that they wanted to use the
same form for all carriers, and since Travelers conditioned participation on the use of its form, a
decision was made to switch the entire coverage
program to the Travelers form.
The question regarding which insurers knew of
and consented to the Travelers form became a central issue in the case. Many insurers preferred the
Wilprop form, which would have defined the two
attacks on the two towers as a single occurrence
with a single coverage limit. The language of the
Travelers form would allow for characterization of
each tower’s loss as a separate occurrence with its
own coverage limit.

Volumes of testimony were presented regarding
negotiations of the form issue between the carriers
and brokers. As for Swiss Reinsurance, it was
demonstrated that its broker knew of the change
but did not inform underwriters. One Swiss
Reinsurance underwriter testified that he did
receive a copy of the Traveler’s form from Willis as
an email attachment, but disregarded it and did
not understand or agree that WTC coverage
would be governed by that form.
Ultimately, coverage was bound over on July 18,
2001. However, several of the insurers signed the
binder subject to reservations as to final policy language. Regrettably, no final policy had been issued
by September 11, 2001.
After 9/11, Swiss Reinsurance instituted litigation
against Silverstein seeking to have the Wilprop
form established as the governing policy document. On April 29, 2004 the jury returned a verdict finding that 8 of the participating insurers
were subject to the Wilprop form. The jury did
not return a verdict as to Swiss Reinsurance and
continued deliberations for several additional days.
On numerous occasions the jury sent notes to the
judge seeking guidance on the legal effect of the
Swiss Reinsurance underwriter’s receipt of an email
containing the Travelers form. Ultimately, however, the jury returned a verdict that Swiss
Reinsurance was governed by the Wilprop form.
As to Swiss Reinsurance and the other carriers governed by Wilprop, Silverstein Properties will be
limited to the single occurrence limits of coverage
under its policy. As to nine additional insurers, the
trial to determine extent of coverage will continue.

EVERYDAY LESSONS FROM
AN EXTRAORDINARY CASE

2. Seek Uniformity in Multiple
Carrier Policies

Granted, negotiating a multi-billion dollar policy
with a two dozen carrier consortium is not an
everyday situation. However, there are several lessons from this case that can be applied to the
benefit of insureds on all sizes and types of policies. We’ll discuss three here.

Often in high dollar amount policies, multiple
carrier participation is required in order to ensure
adequate coverage and appropriate spreading of
the risk. However, coinsurance and reinsurance
situations are fraught with their own particular
challenges. “Seek uniformity wherever you can,”
advises partner David Bender. “The more distinctions there are between the terms of coverage for
the various carriers, the more confusion and complexity there will be in an enforcement action.”

1. Avoid Time Lags Between Binder and
Policy Issuance.
In the WTC case, nearly 90 days elapsed between
the binder date and the date of loss, and yet no
final policy had been issued. This opened the door
to ambiguity and dispute as to which terms had
been agreed to by which insurers. In this case, the
insurance binder was issued pursuant to a major
real estate purchase and the time for closing was
probably of the essence. However, had the final
policy been issued on, or immediately after the date
of Silverstein’s purchase of WTC, the current litigation might well have been avoided and the policies
might have been enforceable at higher limits.
“These verdicts underscore the importance of
finalizing insurance negotiations before completing a major business transaction,” says partner
David Wood. He further adds that this advice is
not limited to property insurance or to real estate
purchases, but applies equally in other insurable
situations. “If your company is embarking on a
course of action that creates an insurable risk,
then you need to define and quantify the risk,
and finalize insurance negotiations before you
proceed,” advises Wood.

{

Wood & Bender Goes National
Wood & Bender has expanded its business to

Obviously, some policy language differences are
necessary and inevitable in any situation with
multiple tiers of risk. However, avoid unnecessary
use of multiple policy forms and strive for uniform use of terms and definitions.
In the WTC case, says attorney Arlene Anderson,
“part of the problem was the use of multiple
forms. Silverstein and Willis sought to impose a
single form on all carriers, and that was absolutely
the right call. But it seems they did not go far
enough in confirming the agreement of each carrier.” Noting the jury’s delay in issuing a verdict as
to Swiss Reinsurance and their requests for help
from the judge, Anderson stated, “the jury clearly
struggled with how to vote on Swiss Reinsurance.
It appears from their notes to the judge that they
were bothered by the fact that Swiss Reinsurance’s
underwriter had received the Travelers form in an
email and disregarded it. If Silverstein’s broker had
followed up that email with a demand for
acknowledgement of the new form, it might have
cleared the way for a two occurrence recovery.
That’s an $877 million difference in result.”

}

7

provide insurance policy enforcement consultation
and information at the national level. Find out
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3. Clarify, Clarify, Clarify.
In the WTC case, several of the participating
carriers signed the insurance binder subject to
reservations as to the wording of the final policy.
This virtually guaranteed a challenge to enforcement in the event that a loss occurred before final
policy issuance, which, unfortunately, it did.

8

“Obviously, the best way to avoid this situation
would have been for Silverstein and its brokers to
get final policy language in place right away,” says
Wood. “Failing that, however, they absolutely
should have attempted to resolve any reservations
as to wording before accepting the binder. Never,
ever engage in a risk producing activity under
protection of a policy that is ambiguous as to its
wording,” Wood cautions. “If your broker asks if
it’s OK to accept such a binder, the answer is NO.
Get an extension of your expiring policy, or interim coverage from a new carrier following the prior
year’s form – anything to avoid being forced to
accept a binder for an un-issued policy whose
wording and description of carrier duties is still
embryonic. Resolve the wording dispute, get the
final policy language in place, and then proceed. A
delay in policy issuance might be aggravating in
the short term, but if it avoids enforcement
headaches later on, it’s worth it.”

Enforce: The Insurance Policy Enforcement Journal

Attorneys at Wood & Bender LLP will continue to
monitor the WTC coverage litigation as it progresses
and to report on significant developments with policy
enforcement implications in print and online. In
addition, you can view key documents from the
WTC coverage trial at www.Wood-Bender.com in
the Enforce Reader Resources area.
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Outside Perspective:
At Odds in the Industry

As the Chairman and CEO of LA-based insurance brokerage Scanlon, Guerra, Jacobson
& Burke, Jim Scanlon heads a full-service agency with a complete portfolio of insurance
products and services for smaller public companies. Since entering the insurance business in 1981, Jim has seen dramatic changes in the industry and the effects on scores of
policyholders. In this interview, he provides some of his insight into industry trends.

Q
Q:

A
A:
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A:

Q
Q:

A
A:

If you had to characterize the most significant insurance industry
trend in recent years, what would that be?
Unquestionably, a major trend is the affect the legal system is having on
the insurance industry and the changes it is forcing. In California for
example, the Montrose case has caused a lot of concern. The case centers
on pollution leakage. Most people say a leak occurs once, but the
California courts have said that leakage occurred every day, and that it was
a separate occurrence. Well, this leakage occurred over 10 years.
Consequently, this decision has wreaked havoc for insurers.

{

Q
Q:

A
A:

Q
Q:

How so?

A
A:

It’s difficult to write an insurance contract and price the risk accurately
when a court decision can completely change its terms. That’s why the
Montrose case has caused such a stir. The insurance business is now in the
position of having to price its products without firm knowledge of its
costs. That makes insurance companies literally queasy.
How are trends like these affecting insurance companies?

For one thing, they are reticent about adjusting and accepting claims
because courts are forcing them to reinterpret their policies years after they
have written them. Additionally, the business atmosphere has drastically
changed. Ten or fifteen years ago, if you filed a claim, an insurance company found a way to cover it. Today, insurance companies are less likely to
cut policyholders a break.

Q
Q:

A
A:

}

Dave Bender recently spoke to the Phoenix, Seattle,
and Denver chapters of the Association of Corporate
Counsel on insurance policy enforcement topics.
Notes from the presentations can be viewed in the
library area at www.Wood-Bender.com.

This doesn’t sound good for policyholders. What’s changed
most for them?
Many, many things. Most significantly, there is an increased burden on
both the policyholder and the insurance broker to be both vigilant and
diligent. For example, policies are rarely uniform anymore. The descriptions of exclusions may sound similar from policy to policy but they are
not. It has become very important to understand the nuances of policies.
11

From your perspective as an insurance broker, what does this mean?

The burden on us is large. As a matter of custom and practice we now give
as full a disclosure on policies as possible because now the policyholder is
held to a higher standard of understanding. For example, our customers
now sign “acceptance forms” that say they have reviewed the policy and
understand its nuances. The form also obligates them to inform us of
changes in their business. In short, buying a business policy has become a
much more serious transaction than ever before.
What is the key to a successful insurance program from the
policyholder’s perspective?
In two words: representation and presentation. First, a policyholder must
surround his or herself with the right professionals to get the information
they need. They should never skimp on coverage counsel either. Second,
policyholders need to have a strong plan for how to maximize their policies and use risk strategies to their advantage. How a policyholder presents
and then manages company information makes all the difference in today’s
marketplace.
Jim Scanlon can be reached at jscanlon@sgjb.com or 800-266-0550 x211
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Women and
the Practice
It’s Not Your Father’s
Law Firm Anymore.
Just a generation ago, if you were seeking legal representation, odds were overwhelmingly strong that your
attorney would be a man. Not so anymore. The past
35 years have seen exponential increases in the number of women engaged in the practice of law.
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According to the American Bar Association’s
Commission on Women in the Profession (CWP),
women represented just 9.4% of in-coming law students in 1971. CWP’s most recent study found that
in 2003, women represented half of the law school
student body, and 29.1% of all attorneys.
The equalization that took place in law schools during
the ‘70’s and ‘80’s has now moved to the boardroom,
as more women take their places at the highest levels
of corporate governance each year. Although only
14.9% of general counsel positions at Fortune 500
companies were held by women at the time of the
2003 study, that number was up 6% from 2000, and
will undoubtedly continue to increase. Nationwide,
42% percent of attorneys in private practice at law
firms are women, and the numbers climb each year .
At Wood & Bender, over 60% of our attorneys are
women. They come from a diverse range of backgrounds and perspectives, but they share one thing in
common: un-paralleled strength in all aspects of insurance policy enforcement.

Arlene D. Anderson: National Insurance Policy Enforcement
with Products Liability and General Commercial Law
Emphasis. Ms. Anderson has extensive experience in litigating complex lawsuits, including product liability
claims, mass torts, and commercial disputes. Prior to joining Wood & Bender, Ms. Anderson was an associate at the
international law firm, Jones Day, in Los Angeles. She
received her B.A. degree from Vassar College in 1983 and
her J.D. degree, summa cum laude, from William
Mitchell College of Law in 1996. Ms. Anderson can be
reached at ADA@Wood-Bender.com.
Susan Barry: National Insurance Policy Enforcement
with Business Litigation, Self-Insured Corporations and
Environmental Emphasis. Ms. Barry has over twenty years
professional experience in litigation, public sector, and
corporate general counsel settings. Most recently Ms.
Barry advised North Carolina’s Touchstone Energy
Electric Cooperatives on issues including energy, regulatory, transactional, entity creation and mergers and acquisitions. In 2000, she founded the non-profit Sisko
Foundation, which provides education and funding for
cancer treatment research. Ms. Barry received her B.A.
degree, cum laude and with honors, from the University
of Michigan in 1978 and her J.D. degree from the
University of San Francisco College of Law in 1981. She
is admitted to the bar in the states of California, New
York, New Jersey and North Carolina, and can be reached
at SB@Wood-Bender.com

Coleen P. Gillespie: National Insurance Policy Enforcement
with Business Litigation, Professional Liability and
Intellectual Property Emphasis. Ms. Gillespie has over eighteen years of experience in federal, state, trial and appellate
courts involving insurance coverage disputes, public entity liability, contract and business disputes, professional
negligence, and general tort law. She received her B.A.
degree, magna cum laude, from California State
University in 1981 and her J.D. degree from Loyola
Marymount University School of Law in 1985.
Ms. Gillespie can be reached at CPG@Wood-Bender.com.

Elizabeth M. Rice: National Insurance Policy Enforcement
with Business Litigation and Employment Law Emphasis.
Ms. Rice has expertise in the representation of employers
in policy enforcement issues. Prior to joining Wood &
Bender, she worked as an associate at the preeminent law
firm, McKenna, Conner & Cuneo, and worked as in-house
counsel for Rockwell International, a Fortune 500 company. Ms. Rice received her B.A. degree, summa cum laude,
from Boston University in 1973 and her J.D. degree,
magna cum laude, from Hastings College of Law in 1985.
Ms. Rice can be reached at EMR@Wood-Bender.com.

Caroline R. Hurtado: National Insurance Policy
Enforcement with Business Litigation and Errors and
Omissions Emphasis. Ms. Hurtado is an associate in Wood
& Bender’s national insurance policy enforcement practice, with a background in business as well as having
insight into the needs and priorities of corporate clients.
Her work experience in handling complex business matters with Fortune 500 companies gives her the necessary
knowledge base to assist sophisticated clients. Ms.
Hurtado is fluent in Spanish and French. She holds a B.A.
degree from the University of Southern California and
received her J.D. degree from Loyola Marymount
University School of Law. Ms. Hurtado can be reached at
CH@Wood-Bender.com

Martha Sharp: National Insurance Policy Enforcement with
Environmental and National Resources and Land Use
Emphasis. Ms. Sharp recently joined the firm’s environmental practice providing critical expertise in the prosecution
and defense of environmental claims. Prior to joining Wood
& Bender, Ms. Sharp was an associate at the national law
firm, Loeb & Loeb, in Los Angeles. Prior to law school, she
worked as a claims supervisor for a liability insurer, gaining
inside knowledge of carrier practices that renders her
uniquely suited to prosecute coverage claims. Ms. Sharp
received her B.S. degree from Metropolitan State College in
1987 and her J.D. degree from Southwestern University
School of Law, magna cum laude, in 1997. Ms. Sharp can
be reached at MS@Wood-Bender.com.

Bridget O. Kelly: National Insurance Policy Enforcement
with Business Litigation, Professional Liability and Labor
Law Emphasis. Ms. Kelly is experienced in litigating insurance claims to ensure maximum benefits for corporate
clients. Before entering the practice of law, Ms. Kelly exercised management and research responsibility as a marine
biologist for the City of Tampa’s Bay Study Group. She
designed and implemented research programs for the
U.S. National Estuary Program. She is the author of
several studies on her work in this area. Prior to joining
Wood & Bender, she worked for the national law firm,
Carmody & Torrance. Ms. Kelly received her B.A. degree
from Manhattenville College, her M.Sc. degree from
the University of Wales and her J.D. degree from
Quinnipiac College. Ms. Kelly can be reached at
BOK@Wood-Bender.com.

Jessica A. Stepp: National Insurance Policy Enforcement with
Directors & Officers and Aviation Law Emphasis. Ms. Stepp
focuses her practice on the resolution of coverage disputes,
enforcement of coverage rights, and obtaining substantial
insurance recoveries. She has a strong background in complex litigation in both the state and federal court systems.
Prior to joining Wood & Bender, she practiced law with a
well-respected Los Angeles based insurance defense firm
and was the former Executive Director of the Los Angeles
Mediation Center. Ms. Stepp received her B.A. degree
from California State University, Northridge, her M.A.
degree from San Jose State University and her J.D. degree
from Loyola Marymount University School of Law. Ms.
Stepp can be reached at JAS@Wood-Bender.com.
For more information please visit
www.Wood-Bender.com.
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THE LITIGATION BOUTIQUE FOR COMPLEX CORPORATE ISSUES

Reinsurance Litigating, arbitrating and mediating
disputes between insurers and reinsurers for over 25 years.

Legacy Liabilities Strategic and tactical management
of mass product liability claims, and related insurance
coverage, disclosure and indemnity issues.

Complex Business Disputes Creative and effective
resolution of disputes between businesses.

Antitrust Helping businesses compete effectively.

To learn more about Butler Rubin, our lawyers,
and our services, contact Andrea Gordon,
Director of Marketing, at 312.696.4466 or visit
our website at www.butlerrubin.com
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The Policyholder’s Arsenal:
Third Party
Bad Faith

THE LITIGATION BOUTIQUE FOR COMPLEX CORPORATE ISSUES

by David E.Wood
David Wood is a founding partner of Wood & Bender,
one of the only boutique practices in the United States
solely devoted to insurance policy enforcement. He can be
reached at DEW@Wood-Bender.com.
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coverage, disclosure and indemnity issues.
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Antitrust Helping businesses compete effectively.

To learn more about Butler Rubin, our lawyers,
and our services, contact Andrea Gordon,
Director of Marketing, at 312.696.4466 or visit
our website at www.butlerrubin.com

In most states, an insurer is required to act with the utmost good faith toward its
insured. When carriers fail to handle a claim reasonably, the policyholder can recover
broader-scope damages (like attorneys’ fees, and sometimes, punitive damages) than
would be available for a simple breach of contract. This special remedy – called “bad
faith” – generally is limited to the enforcement of insurance policies, but not other
kinds of contracts, because of the quasi-public nature of insurance.
In some states, a bad faith claim is available not only

party sued a driver and his employer for damages

to a policyholder injured by a carrier’s unreasonable

suffered in a collision. The employer’s carrier

acts, but also to persons and entities who are not par-

refused to settle the case. The employer prevailed at

ties to the insurance contract. A typical “third party”

trial, but then settled the case on appeal. The driver

bad faith claim arises when a plaintiff claims a poli-

then sued the carrier for bad faith failure to settle.

cyholder is liable for a covered act and the insurer

The Montana Supreme Court held on April 20,

fails to handle the plaintiff ’s claim reasonably. In the

2004 that, while a settlement or judgment in the

few states allowing “third party bad faith,” the plain-

third party’s suit against the insured is a condition

tiff can sue the carrier for bad faith once it has

to suing the insurer for bad faith, that condition is

achieved a settlement with or judgment against the

satisfied even where the third party loses at trial and

policyholder.

settles on appeal. The Court reasoned that the
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opposite result would encourage insurers to gamble
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The Montana Supreme Court recently expanded

on trials rather than promote settlement. Graf v.

third party bad faith, joining a handful of other

Continental Western Insurance Company (2004)

states that recognize the action. In this case, a third

2004 MT 105.
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held in San Francisco, CA on November 15 and 16, 2004.
For additional information about the program, visit

www.Wood-Bender.com or www.lawjournalseminars.com.

Other States That Recognize Third Party Bad Faith:
Arizona: Clearwater v. State Farm Mutual Auto. Ins. Co., 164 Ariz. 256, 258 (1990).
Connecticut: Connecticut General Statute § 42-110b et seq.
Kentucky: Kentucky Revised Statute § 304.12-230.
Louisiana: Louisiana Revised Statute § 22:1220.
Texas: Texas. Insurance Code Art. § 21.21.

States That Do Not:
Alabama: Dickey v. Alabama Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co., 447 So.2d 693 (Ala. 1984)

16

California: From 1976 to 1988, California recognized a cause of action for third party bad
faith under the Unfair Claims Practices Act. In 1988, the California Supreme Court reversed,
holding that this statute did not give private litigants a right of action against carriers – only
the Insurance Commissioner has authority to enforce it. However, a non-party to the insurance contract still may sue a carrier for bad faith in very limited circumstances, such as where
a plaintiff recovers a judgment against a policyholder and its insurer unreasonably fails to pay
it. Hand v. Farmers Insurance Exchange (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 1847, 1860 [third party
beneficiary theory]
Colorado: Schnacker v. State Farm Mutual Ins. Co. (Colo. App.1992) 843 P. 2d 102
Iowa: Bates v. Allied Mutual Insurance Co., 467 N.W.2d 255 (Iowa 1991)
New Mexico: Chavez v. Chenoweth, 89 N.M. 423, 553 (1976)
Oklahoma: Niemeyer v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co., 789 P.2d 1318 (Okl. 1990)
Wisconsin: An injured third party may not maintain a cause of action for bad faith breach of
an insurance contract against a tortfeasor’s insurer. Uebelacker v. Horace Mann Insurance Co.,
500 F. Supp. 180 (E.D. Wis. 1980) [bad faith claim of third party available only if claimant
has a vested claim as a result of statutory entitlement or as result of an unsatisfied judgment
against the insured]

Remaining States:
In the remaining states laws are currently inconclusive, and are often a hybrid between first and
third party bad faith theories. As the trend toward litigating this issue at the state level continues, these states will gradually resolve any remaining uncertainty. In house counsel and risk
managers in these remaining states will probably find that common law theories of bad faith
apply to their cases.
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and Practical Advice for Today’s Policyholders

California: From 1976 to 1988, California recognized a cause of action for third party bad
faith under the Unfair Claims Practices Act. In 1988, the California Supreme Court reversed,
holding that this statute did not give private litigants a right of action against carriers – only
the Insurance Commissioner has authority to enforce it. However, a non-party to the insurance contract still may sue a carrier for bad faith in very limited circumstances, such as where
a plaintiff recovers a judgment against a policyholder and its insurer unreasonably fails to pay
it. Hand v. Farmers Insurance Exchange (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 1847, 1860 [third party
beneficiary theory]
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by Martha Sharp
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Environmental insurance as we know it today evolved out of an effort
in the mid 1990’s to address the real and perceived risks of investing in
environmentally impaired real estate. Over time, environmental risk
products developed into a subset of property and casualty insurance
vehicles. One such product is pollution liability insurance, or PLI.
Present day PLI policies are marketed by carriers as:

Colorado: Schnacker v. State Farm Mutual Ins. Co. (Colo. App.1992) 843 P. 2d 102
Iowa: Bates v. Allied Mutual Insurance Co., 467 N.W.2d 255 (Iowa 1991)
New Mexico: Chavez v. Chenoweth, 89 N.M. 423, 553 (1976)
Oklahoma: Niemeyer v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co., 789 P.2d 1318 (Okl. 1990)
Wisconsin: An injured third party may not maintain a cause of action for bad faith breach of
an insurance contract against a tortfeasor’s insurer. Uebelacker v. Horace Mann Insurance Co.,
500 F. Supp. 180 (E.D. Wis. 1980) [bad faith claim of third party available only if claimant
has a vested claim as a result of statutory entitlement or as result of an unsatisfied judgment
against the insured]

ONE
TWO

Remaining States:
In the remaining states laws are currently inconclusive, and are often a hybrid between first and
third party bad faith theories. As the trend toward litigating this issue at the state level continues, these states will gradually resolve any remaining uncertainty. In house counsel and risk
managers in these remaining states will probably find that common law theories of bad faith
apply to their cases.
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For more information please visit www.Wood-Bender.com.

Protection against on-site cleanup costs of unknown, preexisting or new conditions;
Protection against third-party claims for either on-site contamination or off-site
migration of contamination; and

THREE Protection against legal defense costs associated with claims, subject to policy limits.

{

Wood & Bender will be speaking on Insurance Policy

}

Enforcement at 6 upcoming Association of Corporate Counsel
(ACC) MCLE programs. Visit www.Wood-Bender.com for
program details, dates, and locations.

continued
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Initially, only a few carriers offered pollution
liability insurance. These policies met with limited
success in the marketplace because deductibles and
premiums were astronomical and policy terms
short, often only one year. However, over the past
decade, businesses have dramatically increased
their purchase of pollution liability insurance. More
carriers offering coverage and variation with respect
to the scope and terms of coverage have contributed
to the increasing popularity of PLI. The PLI policies offered today commonly have a five-year term,
a deductible in the $25,000 range, policy dollar
limits between 5 and 10 million dollars, and an
average annual coverage cost of $5,000.2
Despite their increased interest, corporate officers
are justifiably skeptical regarding their ability to
recover under these policies because claims are relatively untested.3 Given the history of delay tactics,
insurance carriers developed under comprehensive
general liability policies for environmental claims
in the 1980s and the associated reputation the
insurance carriers have for declining coverage for
such claims, it is no wonder that the marketplace
remains wary.
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Purchasers of PLI policies should consider the
possibility that carriers will raise two particular
categories of defenses that could delay and/or
deny environmental loss claims under PLI. The
defenses relate to the time for assertion of a claim,
and the contents of the notice. Failure to strictly
comply with time and notice requirements, as in
other types of liability policies, may result in a
denial of coverage.

manifest symptoms. For example, a residential or
office tenant exposed to building materials containing asbestos at the landlord’s facility may have no
symptoms for years. The first symptoms of asbestos
related cancers and other diseases may not appear
for over a decade. Even if coverage existed for such
a claim, by the time the tenant developed and discovered an asbestos-related illness, the average fiveyear policy would certainly have expired.

Time of Assertion of Claim

Notice Requirements

Typically, PLI Policies are “claims made and reported” policies. This means that a claim must be made
against the insured by a private party or public
entity, and then reported by the insured to the carrier, within the policy period. If the insured fails to
discover the event triggering coverage in time to
comply with reporting requirements, the insurer
may deny coverage. For example, groundwater
contamination often occurs when an on-site underground storage tank leaks and causes damage to a
down-gradient property owner. Although the leak
may develop during the tank owner’s policy term,
he may not discover it in time to report it because
it often takes years for the contamination to reach
groundwater and migrate off-site. In this situation,
even though the tank owner may have had coverage at the time the leak developed, by the time the
contamination reached groundwater, and could be
discovered and reported, coverage under the average five-year policy may have lapsed. If the policy
included “claims made and reported” terms, the
injured neighbor would have no recourse against
the policy.

Typical PLI policies contain conditions requiring
that an insured give notice:

Likewise, a third party may not discover the facts
leading to a claim for bodily injury for years, or
even decades after exposure to a pollutant. Many
diseases associated with exposure to toxic or
radioactive materials take years to develop and

To the insurer of any claim within a certain
time frame;
To the appropriate governmental agency of the
pollution conditions.
Claimants are also required to provide the carrier
with periodic updates on the status of the polluted
condition. Although the notification and reporting
requirements seem innocuous, they can present
logistical issues for an overwhelmed claimant in the
midst of quantifying and responding to an environmental pollution incident, particularly when
the reporting time frames are loosely defined using
terms such as “as soon as possible.” If the time
frame for reporting is not clearly defined using
measurable terms, the insured and the carrier may
differ as to whether the claim was reported on
time. The carrier may exploit such a dispute to
avoid liability on the claim.

unproven. While current policies may provide
more protection than the earlier property/casualty
variants, purchasers of PLI should still proceed
with caution. The policies seem, on their face, to
provide adequate protection against the risk of
property damage and bodily injury resulting from
on- and off-site contamination. However, the key
provisions of these policies have yet to be vigorously tested. Based on their past behavior in the area
of environmental claims, the likelihood that today’s
insurers will take a pro-active stance remains in
doubt. Unless and until cases defining clear legal
standards for PLI coverage make their way through
the courts, insureds would be well advised to strictly comply with all coverage-triggering provisions,
and consult a coverage enforcement attorney at the
first sign of a potential claim.
For more information please visit
www.Wood-Bender.com.

At the end of the day, what is certain about modern day PLI is that its ultimate value is still

1
Ms. Sharp is Sr. Counsel to Wood & Bender, LLP where her practice focuses on insurance
policy enforcement and the prosecution of environmental and land use cases. Ms. Sharp may
be contacted at MS@Wood-Bender.com.
2
Meyer and Yount, Environmental Insurance Products Available for Brownfields
Redevelopment, Northern Kentucky University, November, 1999.
3
Few insurers would provide data on claims. AIG indicated that for all “modern insurance
products,” it has litigated less than 1% of the claims it has received.
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logistical issues for an overwhelmed claimant in the
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the reporting time frames are loosely defined using
terms such as “as soon as possible.” If the time
frame for reporting is not clearly defined using
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differ as to whether the claim was reported on
time. The carrier may exploit such a dispute to
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unproven. While current policies may provide
more protection than the earlier property/casualty
variants, purchasers of PLI should still proceed
with caution. The policies seem, on their face, to
provide adequate protection against the risk of
property damage and bodily injury resulting from
on- and off-site contamination. However, the key
provisions of these policies have yet to be vigorously tested. Based on their past behavior in the area
of environmental claims, the likelihood that today’s
insurers will take a pro-active stance remains in
doubt. Unless and until cases defining clear legal
standards for PLI coverage make their way through
the courts, insureds would be well advised to strictly comply with all coverage-triggering provisions,
and consult a coverage enforcement attorney at the
first sign of a potential claim.
For more information please visit
www.Wood-Bender.com.

At the end of the day, what is certain about modern day PLI is that its ultimate value is still

Ms. Sharp is Sr. Counsel to Wood & Bender, LLP where her practice focuses on insurance
policy enforcement and the prosecution of environmental and land use cases. Ms. Sharp may
be contacted at MS@Wood-Bender.com.
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Mission Expansion

Architectural Rendering of
New National Headquarters,
Ventura, CA

In order to accommodate its continued growth, Wood & Bender has purchased a new office building in historic
Ventura, California. This expansion is the logical next step in the firm’s evolution from regional specialty firm
into the nation’s leading insurance policy enforcement practice. The 13,000 square foot building, depicted
above, is currently undergoing a full scale historic renovation. Once completed, the building will serve as Wood
20

& Bender’s headquarters, providing adequate space for the current thriving practice, and capacity to accommodate anticipated future expansions.
According to project architect Jim Armstrong of JE Armstrong Architects, Inc, “the firm showed real vision in
this project. They began with a very ordinary old tilt-slab construction building, and decided to renovate it in
a way that would be in keeping with the historic architecture in the area.” The end result — a 13,000 square
foot mission revival style building reminiscent of 1920s and ‘30’s architecture. This landmark building will be
fully equipped with the latest in technological advances.“We’ve worked hard to create a plan that will enhance
the character and charm of the neighborhood, as well as meeting the firm’s space and growth requirements,”
Armstrong said.
Partner David Wood added, “Our firm is in growth mode and we are very pleased to be expanding regionally
to serve the needs of current and prospective clients. It’s been very exciting for all of us participating in a historic renovation. We think our clients, associates, and staff will be very happy with the results.” The firm plans
to move into the restored building in the fall of 2004.
New Space, New Faces. Wood & Bender is not only expanding its physical space but also its team of specialists.
Four more talented policy enforcement attorneys have joined us since the last issue of Enforce. Caroline Hurtado,
Susan Barry, and Bridget Kelly are featured on page 12. The Firm is also pleased to announce the hiring of Walter
W. Wall as Senior Counsel. Walter brings to the firm a diverse experience in environmental and government law
and a unique understanding of the interplay between environmental risk and insurance coverage. To read Walter’s
full biography or to find out more information about our expansion please visit www.Wood-Bender.com.

Mission Expansion

POLICY ANALYZER

SM

As one of our insurance policy enforcement services, Wood & Bender provides a
completely independent legal and business analysis of an organization’s policy coverages and risk exposures. Because Wood & Bender is a law firm – not an insurance
broker – we have no stake in the recommendations we make. We do not sell insurance and provide this service on a fee-for-service basis.
A Policy AnalyzerSM analysis helps better manage levels of risk and provides
recommendations for plugging gaps in insurance portfolios. Many organizations use
this service as a pre-litigation tool when perceived loss situations are anticipated, or
as a means of planning risk distribution in critical corporate events like mergers
or acquisitions.
The Policy AnalyzerSM service is instrumental in guiding insurance-buying decisions,
and in tailoring the extent to which insurance acts as an identified recovery source
in the event of:

Architectural Rendering of
New National Headquarters,
Ventura, CA

• Environmental suits
• Employment suits
• Errors and omissions in mergers and acquisitions
• Securities fraud claims (by shareholders directly and/or derivatively)
• Blended tort/contract claims

Let Your Insurance
Portfolio Work for You
Wood & Bender’s Policy AnalyzerSM
is an independent, fee-for-service
analysis of an individual corporate
insurance policy or of an organiza-

In order to accommodate its continued growth, Wood & Bender has purchased a new office building in historic
Ventura, California. This expansion is the logical next step in the firm’s evolution from regional specialty firm
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THE ANALYSIS
Policy AnalyzerSM is a bundle of services packaged as a report. For example, we:

into the nation’s pre-eminent insurance policy enforcement practice. The 13,000 square foot building, depicted

• Define each major area of risk exposure by company, division or operating group
of the policyholder, and the scope of risk that each faces;

above, is currently undergoing a full scale historic renovation. Once completed, the building will serve as Wood

• Evaluate the quality and extent of coverages now in place, noting deficiencies; and

& Bender’s headquarters, providing adequate space for the current thriving practice, and capacity to accommo-

• For insurable risks, we suggest supplemental coverages and policy features. For risks
that are uninsurable (or for which reasonably-priced insurance is unavailable), we
suggest internal controls.

date anticipated future expansions.
According to project architect Jim Armstrong of JE Armstrong Architects, Inc, “the firm showed real vision in
this project. They began with a very ordinary old tilt-slab construction building, and decided to renovate it in
a way that would be in keeping with the historic architecture in the area.” The end result — a 13,000 square
foot mission revival style building reminiscent of 1920s and ‘30’s architecture. This landmark building will be
fully equipped with the latest in technological advances.“We’ve worked hard to create a plan that will enhance
the character and charm of the neighborhood, as well as meeting the firm’s space and growth requirements,”
Armstrong said.
Partner David Wood added, “Our firm is in growth mode and we are very pleased to be expanding regionally

THE DELIVERABLES
Every Policy AnalyzerSM engagement is a custom project delivering a combination of:
• Meetings/interviews with designated individuals responsible for managing the
insurance portfolio;

tion’s entire insurance portfolio.
This service assists clients in
better understanding actual coverage protections, avoiding and
financing risk, and outsourcing to
independent insurance professionals
the function of evaluating a
company’s insurance program.
Policy AnalyzerSM findings can also

• Detailed reviews of the business organization, its business model and stated
insurance coverage goals;

be used to enforce policy terms so

• Analysis of risk factors specific to the policyholder and its operations;

that companies realize maximum

• Technical review and analysis of existing policies and coverages; and
• Comprehensive written recommendations for tailoring the insurance portfolio
and risk management program to finance and reduce exposure.

benefit under their existing
insurance policies.

to serve the needs of current and prospective clients. It’s been very exciting for all of us participating in a historic renovation. We think our clients, associates, and staff will be very happy with the results.” The firm plans
to move into the restored building in the fall of 2004.
New Space, New Faces. Wood & Bender is not only expanding its physical space but also its team of specialists.

PROFESSIONAL FEES
Each Policy AnalyzerSM service is conducted for a flat fee based on the size of the
company, the number of operational units bearing discrete risk exposure, and the
number of insurance policies involved in the analysis. For a quote for your insurance
policy coverage analysis, email us at info@Wood-Bender.com or call us at 805-484-3940.

Four more talented policy enforcement attorneys have joined us since the last issue of Enforce. Caroline Hurtado,
Susan Barry, and Bridget Kelly are featured on page 12. The Firm is also pleased to announce the hiring of Walter
W. Wall as Senior Counsel. Walter brings to the firm a diverse experience in environmental and government law
and a unique understanding of the interplay between environmental risk and insurance coverage. To read Walter’s
full biography or to find out more information about our expansion please visit www.Wood-Bender.com.
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By Coleen P. Gillespie, Associate

Ten Ways to Get the Carrier to Pay on Your Claim.
1. Make Noise. If a claim is clearly covered and
the carrier fails or refuses to pay, or tries to negotiate
downward, don’t settle. It’s worth fighting back.
2. Investigate the Background of the Carrier
Before You Sign. If a carrier has a reputation for
turning down every claim, chances are your broker and
your colleagues have heard about it. Get references. If
you don’t like what you hear, don’t sign. Keep shopping.
3. Make Sure Your Broker is Working for You.
Most brokers receive an attractive commission. Make
yours earn it. Your broker should be your strongest ally
and loudest advocate. If yours isn’t, take action. Your
lawyer may be able to assist with ensuring that your
broker is working hard to protect your interests. If that
fails, get a new broker.
4. Understand the Risks Your Company Faces.
Give the carrier an exhaustive written assessment of the
risks your company faces. Insist on written confirmation
of the existence/extent of coverage for each risk. Don’t
take your broker’s word for it. A broker’s opinion on
coverage can’t bind the carrier. A written statement can.
5. Tell the Truth. Be a Stickler for Detail.
Policy applications are routinely examined for errors and
misrepresentations by many carriers. If the carrier finds
grounds, it could return your premiums and treat the
policy as though it never existed. This can be devastating if you have just made a catastrophic claim. Check
the factual accuracy of every statement in an application,
no matter how trivial or irrelevant it may seem.
6. The Early Bird Gets Paid. When a claim arises
tell the carrier, in writing, right away. In fact, tell every
carrier, for every policy you have, about every claim,
even if you think there is no chance of coverage.
Sometimes you have coverage you didn’t know about,

Enforce

The Insurance Policy Enforcement Journal

and giving early notice to everyone, every time, eliminates the possibility that anyone could deny a claim
based on late notice.

IN THIS ISSUE
❖ Policy Enforcement Lessons

from the World Trade Center

7. Bug them. Pester. Don’t Give Up. Better to
annoy a claims representative than to be accused of failing to be available and cooperative. Send the carrier
monthly written status reports. Check in regularly.
Don’t go away.

Coverage Trial.
❖ At Odds in the Industry.

An Enforce exclusive interview.
Industry veteran Jim Scanlon

8. Make them Back Up Reservations with Facts,
in Writing. If the carrier reserves the right to assert
coverage defenses against your claim, you have a right to
know why. Ask for detailed written explanations of each
and every reservation of rights. The information may be
useful in planning your strategy as the claim unfolds or
as you approach settlement or trial.

provides from-the-trenches
insight into current
insurance trends.
❖ Third Party Bad Faith Claims.

Is the recent Montana Supreme
9. Don’t Take Rescission or Mid-term
Cancellation Lying Down. Many states legally prohibit mid-term cancellation of insurance policies except
under narrow circumstances. Notice of rescission for
material misrepresentation must be done “by the book.”
Don’t assume your carrier has the right to cancel or
rescind. Make them prove it.

Court decision a sign of
things to come?
❖ The Evolution of Pollution

Liability Insurance and
Practical Advice for Today’s
Policyholders.

10. Hire a Coverage Enforcement Lawyer.
If your carrier denies a claim you think should be covered, hire an attorney who specializes in insurance policy enforcement. Your enforcement counsel can make
a written demand to the carrier pointing out why the
denial was unfounded. If the denial was an honest
mistake, this may be all it takes to correct it. If not,
you have begun laying the foundation for a bad-faith
denial claim, which, if proven, can lead to recovery
of your attorney’s fees and other damages under your
state law.
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